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if their meditation were a debt they have to pay to the Divine;
they are like men who go to church once a week and think they
have paid what they owe to God.
If you need to make an effort to go into meditation, you are
still very far from being able to live the spiritual life. When it
takes an effort to come out of it, then indeed your meditation
can be an indication that you are in the spiritual life.
There are disciplines such as Hatha Yoga and Raja Yoga that
one can practise and yet have nothing to do with the spiritual
life; the former arrives mostly at body control, the latter at mind
control. But to enter the spiritual life means to take a plunge into
the Divine, as you would jump into the sea. And that is not the
end but the very beginning; for after you have taken the plunge,
you must learn to live in the Divine. How are you to do it? You
have simply to jump straight in and not to think, “Where shall I
fall? What will happen to me?” It is the hesitation of your mind
that prevents you. You must simply let yourself go. If you wish
to dive into the sea and are thinking all the time, “Ah, but there
may be a stone here or a stone there”, you cannot dive.
But you see the sea and so you can jump straight into it.
But how are you to jump into the spiritual life?
Of course, you must have had some glimpse of the Divine Reality, as you must see the sea and know something of it before you
can jump into it. That glimpse is usually the awakening of the
psychic consciousness. But some realisation you must have — a
strong mental or vital, if not a deep psychic or integral contact.
You must have felt strongly the Divine Presence in or about
you; you must have felt the breath of the Divine world. And
you must have felt too as a suffocating pressure the opposite
breath of the ordinary world, drawing you to an endeavour to
come out of that oppressive atmosphere. If you have that, then
you have only to seek refuge unreservedly in the Divine Reality
and live in its help and protection, in it alone. What you may
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